Uncoupling activity and physicochemical properties of derivatives of fluazinam.
The physico-chemical properties and uncoupling activity of eight derivatives of N-phenyl-2-pyridinamines related to the fungicide fluazinam were analyzed using rat liver mitochondria. The uncoupling activity of these compounds relies on the deprotonable secondary amino group. One of the derivatives tested (B-3) was slightly more efficient than fluazinam. By phase-distribution analysis we could show that the N-phenyl-2-pyridinamines are chemicals with moderate hydrophobicity. Deprotonation of the compound reduces the water/octanol partition coefficient by about one order of magnitude. The pKA value of the deprotonable group is affected equally by electron withdrawing substituents of the phenyl- and the pyridinyl-ring, and could be predicted simply from the sum of the Hammett coefficients. The uncoupling efficiency was not dependent on the hydrophobicity of the compound, but appeared to be governed by the pKA of the deprotonable group. This structure/uncoupling characteristic is different from that of the generally more hydrophobic uncouplers of the salicylanilide-type. The pKA resulting in the most efficient uncoupling was found to lie in the range of the pH of the reaction medium. A model based on a solution complexation mechanism, which describes this behaviour, is presented. We conclude that the N-phenyl-2-pyridinamines uncoupled the mitochondria by a simple protonophoric cycle involving protonation/deprotonation in the bulk phase, and that the kinetics of uncoupling were primarily governed by the total concentration of the limiting uncoupler species.